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Ritual Of Lilith Ascending Flame
Die Reihe Islamkundliche Untersuchungen wurde 1969 im Klaus Schwarz Verlag begründet
und hat sich zu einem der wichtigsten Publikationsorgane der Islamwissenschaft in
Deutschland entwickelt. Die über 330 Bände widmen sich der Geschichte, Kultur und den
Gesellschaften Nordafrikas, des Nahen und Mittleren Ostens sowie Zentral-, Süd- und SüdostAsiens.
Lucifer is the archetype of the Adversary, initiator and guide on the Path of the Nightside. He is
the fallen angel of Christian legends, the Devil of witches' Sabbats, one of primal Draconian
Gods, Demon Prince of the Air, and Infernal Emperor of old grimoires. The purpose of this
book is to delve into his initiatory role on the Draconian Path and in Atlantean magic through
chosen masks and manifestations which Lucifer has used over the ages to reveal his presence
to mankind, bestowing his blessings on Initiates and scourging the ignorant. Essays and rituals
included here explore both his bright and dark aspects, the face of the Light Bearer and the
horned mask of the Devil. Edited and compiled by Asenath Mason, the book contains
contributions from Rev Bill Duvendack, Edgar Kerval, Daemon Barzai, Cristian Velasco, and
Pairika Eva Borowska. The contents include: Light and Darkness in Luciferian Gnosis; The
Light Bearer Ritual; Invocation of the Dark Initiator; The Mind of Lucifer; Purifying Fire (The
Seed of Luciferian Gnosis); Lord of the Air; Lucifer - The Trickster; The Shadow Companion;
Holographic Luciferianism; The Adversarial Current of Lucifer; Invocation of the Adversary;
Freedom through Death; Emperor of Shadow and Light; The God of Witchcraft; The Infernal
Spirit of Old Grimoires; Masks of Lucifer Ritual. It's a unique publication in the tradition of the
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Luciferian Gnosis.
A century ago, Celtic groups descending from the famed Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn
pioneered a fascinating form of ceremonial magic invoking Pagan Celtic powers instead of
relying on the more commonly used Judeo-Christian names and symbols. Those groups
disappeared many decades ago, and their teachings were lost. But today, their legacy has
been reborn. Respected occult author and Grand Archdruid John Michael Greer has re-created
a complete magical system based on the Celtic Golden Dawn traditions. This new book
provides students with a complete curriculum of Druidical magic and occult wisdom, including
training in ceremonial magic, meditation, pathworking, divination, geomancy, and herbal
alchemy, allowing self-initiation into the three degrees of Ovate, Bard, and Druid. Structured to
resemble a long-lost correspondence course, The Celtic Golden Dawn presents a series of
knowledge lectures, meditations, and rituals leading to mastery of the most important magical
techniques.
"Visions of the Nightside" is a collection of essays, rituals and various expressions of personal
gnosis written by members and associates of the Temple of Ascending Flame. Unique and
evocative in its content, the book comprises powerful manifestations of magical practice with
the forces of the Nightside: dark gods and goddesses, primal energies of the Void, entities
residing in the Qliphothic Tree of Death, demons of infernal regions, and spirits from a whole
range of traditions. Compiled and edited by Asenath Mason, it is a practical research and
insight into the magic of the Left Hand Path within the modern context, with contributions from
working magicians and initiates of the Draconian Tradition, including Rev Bill Duvendack,
Edgar Kerval, Frater Eremor, Selene-Lilith, Febosfer, and many others.
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As a self-created god, Set is a powerful archetype of the Adversary and an attractive model for
a practitioner seeking initiation into mysteries of self-deification. Feared by the faint-hearted
and worshipped by those who sought power, he has become a symbol of storm and change,
movement and transformation, force and energy. His fiery nature represents lust and fury,
which is the driving force on the path, and his Black Flame is the inner spark of Godhood that
successively becomes the fiery pillar of ascent on the path of self-initiation. His forked knife
cuts attachments to the surrounding world, liberating the initiate from bonds of slavery and
mindless ignorance, and his scepter represents authority and power, showing us how to
devour our gods and be the masters of our destiny.These portrayals of Set and many more are
the subject of this anthology. Here you will find glimpses into his mysteries, provided by active
practitioners of Draconian magic and initiates of the Left Hand Path. Essays and poetry,
portraits and sigil art, rituals and meditations - all these contribute to the portrayal of Set as a
god that is still alive and active in modern times, perhaps even more than ever before. We will
look into his origins, ancient myths and legends, and modern interpretations of his role on the
Left Hand Path - all this written from the perspective of the Draconian Tradition. Compiled and
edited by Asenath Mason & Bill Duvendack, with contributions from Edgar Kerval. Mimi Hazim,
Fra Diavolo, Soror Sortela, C?t?lina Deaconu, Keona Kai'Nathera, V. Ghallego-Iglesias &
special contribution by Michael W. Ford.
Lilith is a Goddess and mythological figure who is misunderstood. She is reputed to be Adam's
first wife before Eve, and she represents the first powerful and liberated female in history. Then
why was she banished? Through commentary and reflection on the multifaceted aspects of
Lilith, Theresa C. Dintino guides the reader on an exciting inner journey to reclaim her own
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repressed parts. By examining how these Lilith energies may show up in her own life, the
reader is encouraged to do the work to bring them back to life. Rituals included in the book
offer the opportunity to explore these powerful but often feared aspects. Reclaiming the lost
fragments-her power, her anger, her shadow, her sexuality, her creativity and her deep inner
truth-returns the female psyche to a state of wholeness and integration.
Tiamat is the Primal Dragon Goddess, the first one, who gave birth to the gods of the
universe," the Mother of Everything, the self-procreating womb, the source of all life and all
manifestation. The work described in this book was inspired by the Babylonian epic known as
the "Enuma Elish," one of the oldest Creation myths in the world. The Grimoire of Tiamat
presents a complete system of magick based around the Mesopotamian primordial goddess
Tiamat and the eleven demons she created to aid her in her fight against the new order of
gods lead by Marduk. The book is divided into three sections: first, a lengthy introduction of the
theme and cosmology, followed by individual workings for each of the eleven demon-gods, and
then a concluding appendix of thematically related workings focusing directly on Tiamat and
Kingu. The second section, The Children of Tiamat, presents ways of working with each of the
eleven demon-gods, prefaced with an explanation of the techniques that follow and the use of
the Key of Night, a master sigil that is employed throughout the workings as a way to access
the Nightside. The final section of The Grimoire of Tiamat is an appendix that returns the focus
to Tiamat as it takes the form of a guided meditation within the waters of Tiamat, a ritual for two
participants invoking Tiamat and Kingu, a rite of malefica, and a discussion of the underworld
in Mesopotamian belief, followed by a chthonic guided path working.

The Secret Teachings of All Ages is perhaps the most comprehensive and complete
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esoteric encyclopedia ever written. The sheer scope and ambition of this book are
stunning. In this book Manly P. Hall has successfully distilled the essence of more
arcane subjects than one would think possible. This book explores the themes
underlying ancient mythology, philosophy, and religion. Unrivaled in its beauty and
completeness, it distills ancient and modern teachings of nearly 600 experts.
Ritual Offerings by Aaron Leitch Ritual Offerings unites 12 practicing occultists who
share their knowledge and experience with this fascinating and important subject.
Traditions from around the world, such as Solomonic magick, Tibetan Buddhism, New
Orleans and Hatian Voudou, Western Hermetic Theurgy and more, are discussed in
great detail.
This book is a modern grimoire of Left Hand Path magic, written as a follow-up to Rites
of Lucifer, with the purpose of exploring Luciferian gnosis in greater depth. Following
the discussion of Lucifer's masks, titles, and attributes, Awakening Lucifer examines
deities, spirits, and mythological figures related to the Luciferian ethos and symbolism,
focusing on manifestations of the archetype in various cultural contexts, getting to the
roots of selected legends and folklore, and exploring similarities and differences
between Luciferian characters around the world. You will find here eleven god-forms,
each one representing a different aspect of the archetype: Prometheus (Bringer of
Fire), Melek Taus (Peacock Angel), Attar (Son of the Dawn), Shemyaza (Serpent
Angel), Samael (Prince of Darkness), Lucifuge Rofocale (Lord of the Night), Lugh
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(Shining One), Shiva (Lord of the Trident), Azazel (Lord of Transgression), Pan (Horned
One), and Janus (Keeper of the Gates). Each chapter contains an introduction to the
mythology of the chosen god or spirit, explaining why they can be considered a
Luciferian archetype, a sigil that will help you attune yourself to their current, a guided
meditation that will take you on a self-initiatory journey within their realm, and invocation
in which you will learn how to assume the god-form and absorb their powers and
qualities. The idea behind this book is to present the Luciferian archetype and its role in
the development of human consciousness across the ages and in various cultures and
societies, focusing on those aspects that are relevant to the Draconian current and can
be used in the self-initiatory process on the Path of the Dragon.
This is the guide to the founding myths of the Great Clans of the game Vampire: The
Masquerade. It includes the Tale of Caine and The Book of Shadows, in full. -Hecate is a goddess of witchcraft, lunar magic, and necromancy. She appears with
torches in her hands, accompanied by howling dogs, serpents, and ghosts of the dead terrifying retinue that roams the land under the cloak of the night. Her powers are many,
and her cult involves both life and death - mystical transformation through the ultimate
rite of passage and rebirth in the womb of the earth. She is benevolent and generous,
both to nature and her worshippers, as well as ruthless and responsible for all nocturnal
atrocities and rites of malefica. In ancient times she was believed to endow witches with
the power over the forces of nature, reveal secrets of herbs and poisonous plants, and
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introduce her followers to mysteries of lycanthropy and shape-shifting.In the Draconian
Tradition, she is the guardian of the mystical point of crossing, where all worlds, planes,
and dimensions meet and intersect. Initiation into her path involves the descent into
inner darkness, the personal "underworld," where knowledge of ourselves and our
universe lies concealed, waiting to be rediscovered. She is the first initiatrix, the
psychopomp, and the sentinel who meets the aspiring Initiate at the Crossroads of the
Worlds, leading us into the Womb of the Dragon through the gateways of the
Nightside.This anthology contains all those portrayals of Hecate and many more,
introducing the reader to the magic and mythology of this mysterious goddess. Here
you will find descriptions of personal gnosis revealed through the work of authors
featured in this book, as well as references to her appearance in ancient lore and magic
of old times. Like the other anthologies by the Temple of Ascending Flame, all this is
written from the perspective of the Draconian Initiate, involving a modern approach
suitable for the practitioner of the Left Hand Path.Edited and compiled by Asenath
Mason, it includes essays and articles by Bill Duvendack, Mike Musoke, Denerah
Erzebet, Keona Kai'Nathera, Edgar Kerval, Selene-Lilith vel Belayla Rakoczy, Roberto
Ruiz Blum, Inara Cauldwell, Satoriel Abraxas, Noctulius Isaac, and a special
contribution from Jack Grayle.
LilithDark Feminine ArchetypeCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
Lilith is one of the most well known Dark Goddesses. She's the Queen of Sitra Ahra
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and the Serpent who tempts men with knowledge, encouraging them to look for the
Antinomian path of Self Deification. Goddess of Bloody Moon, Sacred Prostitute, and
Hag of the Night.Lilith, the Goddess of a thousand masks and guises, is explored
thoroughly in this book through different rituals, ceremonies, poetry, and art. This
anthology has been written by different magicians of the Left-Hand Path - people with a
true vocation and dedication to the path of the Red Goddess.
Lilith has been feared, worshipped, analyzed, and dissected by many, yet she remains an
enigma cloaked in a riddle of witchcraft. Today, she has found a place of elevation as a
quintessential goddess in an array of occult practices, revered for her fierce independence,
carnal appetite, and thirst for equality. The GLAM Witch plants the practice of modern
witchcraft in Lilith's garden of glittery fruit. Laid out over a sparkling assemblage of chapters, a
modern mystic will explore the theory, practice, and lifestyle of the Great Lilithian Arcane
Mysteries (GLAM).Learn Lilith's story and how to apply her archetype to a magical path.Open
your third eye to intuition with signs and synchronicity.Discover Lilith's astrological significance
to help navigate the shadow self.Witch-craft a glamour poppet for attraction and
beauty.Embrace your sexuality to harness power through orgasm.Neutralize negativity with the
application of bitchcraft.Loaded with spells and rituals to cultivate confidence, sizzle with
sensuality, and stand up to adversity, The GLAM Witch is a guide to spiritual empowerment
and establishing unapologetic authenticity through magical means.
This anthology brings together essays, rituals, and unique artwork dedicated to the Queen of
the Night and the Dark Goddess of the Qliphoth. Denied and rejected, worshipped and
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venerated, Lilith has been a part of the Western culture for ages. Viewed both as a beautiful
seductress and a ruthless demon, she is the Serpent in the Garden of Eden, the first woman,
and the primary initiatrix into the mysteries of the dark side of the Qabalistic Tree of Life. Her
rites are the works of love and pain, sex and transgression, transcendence and immanence,
for she exists at the roots of all desire of all humans past, present, and future. This archetype
has never been fully grasped in its profundity and is constantly unfolding, challenging us to
recognize our fears and passions and to transform them into tools of power. In this book you
will find personal accounts of practitioners who ventured into the sacred and unholy garden of
the Dark Queen of Sitra Ahra and returned transformed and empowered by her gnosis. Spells
and invocations, dream magic and guided meditations, visions and stories of intimate
encounters with Lilith - all this is contained in this unique anthology, written from the
perspective of the Left Hand Path and the Draconian Tradition. Compiled and edited by
Asenath Mason, the book contains articles and contributions from Ahohlan Castart, Alisa
Jones, Bill Duvendack, Edgar Kerval, Kai'Nathera, Katie Anderson, Leonard Dewar, Lucien
von Wolfe, Mike King, Martha Gray, Nemo.V, and Selene-Lilith.
Presenting the forbidden works of Chaos, Vampiric and Luciferian Sorcery. A grimoire which
explores the dark feminine current of HECATE, Witch Moon explores ritual and dream
Lycanthropy, Chaos Sorcery and Luciferian Ritual practice as well as the darksome practice of
Vampirism and Predatory Spirituality. The Nine Angles and the Trapezoid workings, inspired
by Anton LaVey and presented around the cult of Daeva-Yasna, the persian demon-sorcery of
Yatuk Dinoih. Contains the Rituals of Dream, ritual and astral vampirism as an initiatory tool,
other Cabalistic workings presenting the Qlippoth. Contains the Grimoire based on Ancient
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Egyptian Vampirism, LIBER AAPEP, Luciferian Magick practice, The Chaos Cult Workings of
Choronzon as Vampire, The Rites of Hecate, the Infernal and Luciferian Sabbat, and the
foundations of Satanic practice in Magick.
LIBER HVHI, the awaited grimoire of the Luciferian Path is now published containing the
infernal rites of the Qlippoth, an extensive ideological and magical system presenting a
grounded and understandable form of working with the Qlippothic Tree of Da'ath and tunnels.
The second part of the grimoire is based on the ritualistic inversions of the Avestan texts and
the forbidden path of Predatory Spiritualism. LIBER HVHI contains the 22 spheres of the
Infernal Qlippoth, the methods of filling and draining those "shells" and the Luciferian Rites of
the Supper of Cain, symbolic of the first Satanist from the ancient Hebrew texts relating to the
devouring process from a symbolic and ritualistic approach. The second half of Liber HVHI is
the workings based on the demonology of the Avestan texts and ancient persian sorcery and
predatory spirituality.
Spiritual Protection: A Safety Manual for Energy Workers, Psychics, and Healers is a training
handbook for anyone interested in deepening their psychic abilities, training gifts already in
evidence, or simply developing a greater sensitivity to energy. This no-nonsense book, with its
special emphasis on safety, protection, and energetic awareness, takes readers step by step
through a thorough system of exercises designed to increase competence, confidence, and
skill. Focusing on oft-neglected fundamentals, Reicher cuts through the complexity and
confusion so often surrounding this topic and instead offers clear instructions and explanations
that even the most novice of readers can easily follow. Spiritual Protection will show: Psychics
and Readers how to cut mental ties at the end of session. Healers how to avoid energetic
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overload during a session. Techniques can be used everyday to help with stress and overall
well-being.
In the sixth installment of the award-winning Temple of Witchcraft series, popular author
Christopher Penczak explores the quest of the God. In this volume, the twelve signs of the
zodiac represent the God's symbolic journey through the sky. Each archetypal astrological
force offers readers unique insight into the mysteries and the role of a high priest or high
priestess. This manual of practical exercise, witchcraft theology, and ministerial advice also
explores witchcraft and the modern world, discussing how contemporary issues can be
approached from the perspective of witchcraft spirituality. A magickal education through the
zodiac signs Learning tools for pagan ministers Earth stewardship and working with ley lines
Ancestor work Trance work through dance and plant substances Mediumship within witchcraft
Communing with your own personal twelvefold pantheon The lessons in this advanced
magickal book culminate in a powerful self-initiation ritual that combines the lessons of the
Goddess's descent and the God's journey, to bring awareness, understanding, and personal
power.
ADAMU is a grimoire of Luciferian Tantra. This path is of the exploration of the dark recesses
of the Mind and Spirit, transforming the self into a vessel of Divinity, the Daemonic itself. Found
in ADAMU are foundation rituals and theory of Luciferian Sex Magick, the Forbidden Art of
transforming consciousness and body into a Temple of the Adversarial Spirit, being Samael
and Lilith, to initiate the self and become a part of the divine by awakening the symbol of Cain,
the First Satanist. ADAMU outlines practice which defines the how the Luciferian Sex Magick
path is a sucessful method of initiation which only strengthens and awakens consciousness.
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Vampiric (spiritual) Sex Magick and ancient Buddhism/Bon Po, including workings and
descriptions of Kali and her various mythological guises. Adamu features numerous disciplinebuilding excercises which will set the focus for serious initiatory practice.
In the companion book to The Left Hand Path: Philosophy & Praxis Volume 1, we continue to
explore themes that began there. In this volume, we will take a deeper look at Lucifer and
Lilith, but in addition, themes of demonology and diabolism will be pursued. Apart from that, we
will look at the Sabbat and related themes of traditional witchcraft. Pan will receive special
attention as well. The dark goddess will also be looked at enough to give the beginner
something new to contemplate, and the more experienced magician more food for thought to
try new approaches. Regardless of your experience, you may find this volume a great overview
of not only the Left Hand Path, but also various subjects otherwise neglected!
"Vovin" is a unique contribution to the Left Hand Path and the Draconian tradition. In these
pages you will find a first-hand account of the transformative power of the Temple of
Ascending Flame. Many people have written their occult autobiographies throughout the years,
but virtually none have focused on the gnosis they gained through working the system of the
temple. Most authors are content to share their amazing magick tales, and be done with it, but
here you find very little of that. Instead, you will see not only an analysis of the temple itself, but
also personal gnosis that was gained through working the temple's system. In this way, it is not
just a memoirs, rather it is closer to a manifesto. Even then, this work is set apart due to the
fact that what is being written about is an active temple, and not one that is a footnote in a
magical history book. If you want to get to know Denerah more, and get a glimpse of what
gnosis is possible through working with the material of the Temple of Ascending Flame, turn
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the page and enjoy the text!
You're about to learn secrets most people will NEVER know about godlike power. Receive the
ULTIMATE introduction to performing ritual magick and ignite your eternal ascent with
bestselling author E.A. Koetting. * Unlock the magick of E.A. Koetting's entire collection of cult
classic grimoires on black magick, available for the FIRST time ever in paperback and Kindle. *
Can YOU pathwork every grimoire in The Complete Works of E.A. Koetting? * Browse a Table
of Contents below: Table of Contents Introduction p.7 PART 1 - 3 GODLIKE POWERS Ch.1 Evocation p.13 Ch.2 - Divination p.21 Ch.3 - Soul Travel p.31 PART 2 - PATHWORKING Ch.4
- Black Magick: The Left Hand Path p.45 Ch.5 - White Magic: The Right Hand Path p.59 Ch.6 Haitian Vodoun p.65 Ch.7 - Vampirism & Blood Magick p.77 Ch.8 - Norse Runes p.89 PART 3
- SPELLCASTING Ch.9 - Money Magick p.101 Ch.10 - Love Magick p.109 Ch.11 - Baneful
Magick p.119 Ch.12 - Necromancy p.129 - Conclusion p.145
The science of esoteric astrology is said to be the basic occult science of the future. Astrology
is described in this book as "the science of relationships", a science which deals with those
conditioning energies and forces which play through and upon the whole field of space and all
that is found within it.
Learn Recipes for Healing and Raising Your Vibrations Use the Divine African Mother Oracle
for life guidance. Learn how to connect with the Ancestral Mothers Create a Sacred Sister
Circle Traditional and Modern Day Women's Wisdom Awaken Your Dream Life and more!
Magical Calabash is an anthology about African Goddesses, ancestral mothers, women's
wisdom, and magic. SiStars of various backgrounds and experiences come together to share
their stories and teachings for women in the diaspora. A calabash is a traditional magic pot that
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represents the cosmic womb. Inside it, we add ingredients to direct our intentions to that which
we want to "birth to life". The intention here, is to offer practical Guidance to connect and work
with the Divine African Mother, ancestral wisdom, and to use it to empower lives for today.
THE ORDER OF PHOSPHORUS is an initiatory order of practitioners focused on Luciferian
and Left Hand Path Magick and ideology. While traditional Cabalists and Magickans view the
Qlippoth as an Unclean and perverse inversion of the Tree of Life, suggesting that those who
practice Magick avoid it due to the dangers within. The 22 Scales of the Serpent are the
Spheres and Tunnels of the Qlippoth which allow the Black Adept or Luciferian the ability to
gain power from the depths of knowledge. Qlippothic demons and Archdemons are deep
symbols of primal wisdom and possibility.
"Draconian Ritual Book" will introduce you into foundations and practical methods of Draconian
magic as a path of self-initiation. With this book you will learn how to start your practice on the
Path of the Dragon, establish contact with gods and spirits that will assist you in this work, build
your personal temple, prepare tools for your rituals, and design your own workings and
exercises. Each practice is provided with background information, explaining the purpose and
possible ways in which it may affect your initiatory process. You will find here invocations and
evocations, meditations and trances, exercises for cleansing, grounding, and raising the inner
Serpent Force. There are instructions that will help you in your astral travels and dream magic,
teach you how to work with seals and sigils, enhance your magical senses, and show you how
to use gates and doorways to the Other Side. Practices such as blood sacrifice and sex magic
are discussed in a practical way as well. You will read here about the Draconian Tradition, as
well as the Left Hand Path in general, learning what it means to be a Draconian Initiate. This
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book will also guide you through the process of Kundalini awakening, discussing symptoms
and providing exercises that will help you in your individual practice. Finally, you will find here a
ritual of self-initiation into the Draconian current. If you are a beginner to Draconian magic, this
book will teach you where to start and help you understand the basics of the initiatory process,
while more advanced practitioners will find here practical instructions and information on how
to develop and expand their work on the Path of the Dragon. The book includes the
Introduction and Lexicon by Bill Duvendack.
Discover the inner secrets of Chiron, the most recently discovered planet, and see how it is
interpreted in astrological charts with "Chiron" by Barbara Hand Clow. Chiron is a peculiar
planetoid that orbits the Sun from between Saturn and Uranus. Its discovery in 1977 was
concurrent with the explosion of divination, alternative healing techniques, and a new hope for
a spiritual regeneration. "Chiron" explores this planet''s mythological background and history as
well as its effect on astrology. This comprehensive book includes: The meaning of Chiron
when it appears in each house The meaning of Chiron in aspect to each planet The meaning
of Chiron through each sign The mythological legacy of Chiron A Chiron ephemeris Chiron in
transit Chiron as a bridge between the inner and outer planetsBased on over 700 charts from
the author''s personal files, "Chiron "is the first book to explore in depth the astrological
meanings of this planet. Learn how you can incorporate Chironic wisdom in your astrological
readings and your life with this groundbreaking work.
Completely revised edition of Gerd Ziegler's bestseller. Also includes the world famous Aleister
Crowley Thoth Tarot deck.
This volume deals with the myths and legends of Babylonia and Assyria, and as these reflect
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the civilization in which they developed, a historical narrative has been provided, beginning
with the early Sumerian Age and concluding with the periods of the Persian and Grecian
Empires. Over thirty centuries of human progress are thus passed under review. Keywords:
myth, legend, ancient, religion, classic
"Tree of Qliphoth" is the third anthology by the Temple of Ascending Flame, exploring the dark
side of the Qabalistic Tree as a map of Draconian Initiation. In essays, rituals and other
expressions of personal research and experience, magicians and initiates of the Draconian
Tradition discuss the realms of the Nightside, teachings and gnosis of its dark denizens, as
well as practical methods developed both within the Temple and through their individual work.
Material included in this book will give the reader a foretaste of these forces and a glimpse of
what you can expect while embarking on the self-initiatory journey through the labyrinths of the
Dark Tree. Compiled and edited by Asenath Mason, the book contains contributions from
active magicians, students, and practitioners of the Left Hand Path: Rev Bill Duvendack, Edgar
Kerval, Christiane Kliemannel, Pairika-Eva Borowska, M. King, Calia van de Reyn, Leonard
Dewar, Mafra Lunanigra, N.A: O, S.TZE. Swan, and Zeis Araujo.
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